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Abstrat

We present an algorithm for omputing the pre�x of an automaton.

Automata onsidered are non-deterministi, labelled on words, and an

have "-transitions. The pre�x automaton of an automaton A has the

following harateristi properties. It has the same graph as A. Eah

aepting path has the same label as in A. For eah state q, the longest

ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going from q to an initial or

�nal state is empty. The interest of the omputation of the pre�x of an

automaton is that it is the �rst step of the minimization of sequential

transduers.

The algorithm that we desribe has the same worst ase time omplex-

ity as another algorithm due to Mohri but our algorithm allows automata

that have empty labelled yles. If we denote by P (q) the longest ommon

pre�x of labels of paths going from q to an initial or �nal state, it operates

in time O((P + 1)� jEj) where P is the maximal length of all P (q).

1 Introdution

Transduers are �nite state mahines whose transitions or edges are labelled

by a pair made of an input word and an output word. They are widely used

in pratie to model various things like lexial analyzers in language proessing

[14℄, operations in numeration systems [11℄ or also enoding or deoding shemes

for hannels [2℄. As a transduer has input and output labels, and even if these

labels are letters, there is in general no minimal equivalent objet like for simple

�nite state automata. It is very often required that the transduer has letters as

input labels and has moreover a deterministi input automaton. It is then alled

sequential. Used as an enoder, this means that the output odeword is obtained

sequentially from the input data. Transduers whih are not sequential, but

whih realize sequential funtions, an be �rst determinized (see for instane [4℄
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or [3℄). In the ase of sequential transduers, there exists a minimal equivalent

sequential transduer, even if the output labels are variable length words.

A haraterization of minimal sequential transduers was �rst given in [7℄. A

proedure to produe a minimal sequential transduer is there indiated. It is in

partiular shown in [7℄ that the minimal sequential transduer is obtained in two

steps. The �rst one is the omputation of the pre�x automaton of the output

automaton of the transduer. The seond step is a lassial minimization of the

transduer obtained at the end of the �rst step, seen as an ordinary �nite state

automaton. The pre�x of an automaton an be interpreted as an automaton

with the same underlying graph, same behaviour but produes its output as

soon as possible. Its name omes from the fat that for any state q, the longest

ommon pre�x P (q) of labels of paths going from q to an initial or �nal state is

empty.

The �rst algorithm of omputation of the pre�x of an automaton appears in

[12℄ and [13℄. The onstrution is there alled a quasi-determinization. It has

been notied by Mohri that the �rst step of the minimization of sequential trans-

duers is independent from the notion of transduers. The quasi-determinization

is an algorithm that works on �nite state automata. It keeps the graph of an au-

tomaton and hanges only the labels of the edges. Roughly speaking, it pushes

the labels of the edges from the �nal states towards the initial states as muh as

possible. The algorithm of Mohri has a time omplexity O((P +1)�jEj), where

E is the set of edges and P the maximum of the lengths of P (q) for all states q.

We assume here that the number of states jQj is less than the number of edges.

Another algorithm for omputing the pre�x of automaton has been presented

in [5℄ and [6℄. The approah of this algorithm is really di�erent from ours. It is

based on the onstrution of the suÆx tree of a tree and its time omplexity is

O(jQj+ jEj+S log jAj), where A is the alphabet and S is the sum of the lengths

of the labels of all edges of the automaton. Breslauer's algorithm an thus be

better when there is a small number of edges and Mohri's algorithm is better in

the other ase. In pratie, S an be very large and P an be very small. This

makes the algorithms of Mohri and ours almost linear. A omparison of the two

omplexities is given in [13℄.

Our algorith uses the same priniple of pushing letters through states as

Mohri's algorithm does. Main restrition to Mohri's algorithm is that it does

not work when the automaton ontains a yle of empty label (the system of

equations given in [13, Lemma 2 p. 182℄ does not admits a unique solution in

this ase). Some step in Mohri's algorithm requires that the automaton has no

empty labelled yle. However, if the starting automaton does not have any suh

yle, this property is kept along the proess. The algorithm is therefore orret

in this ase. This restrition is not really important for appliations sine the

transduers used in pratie, like in language proessing, have no empty labelled

yles in output.

In this paper, we present another algorithm of omputation of the pre�x

of an automaton whih has the same worst ase time omplexity as Mohri's

algorithm, O((P + 1) � jEj), and that works for all automata. The existene

of empty labelled yles aounts for most of the diÆulty in the oming algo-
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rithm. The time omplexity is independent of the size of the alphabet. The

algorithm onsists in dereasing by 1 the value P at eah step. We present our

algorithm for sequential transduers but it an be diretly extended to the ase

of subsequential transduers (see [7℄ or [4℄ for the de�nition of a subsequential

transduer).

In Setion 2, we reall some basi de�nitions from automata theory and we

de�ne the pre�x automaton of an automaton. The omputation algorithm of

the pre�x of an automaton is presented in Setion 3. The omplexity is analyzed

in Setion 4. In that setion some data strutures are desribed whih an be

used to get the right time omplexity of the algorithm.

2 Pre�x of an automaton and appliations

In the sequel, A denotes a �nite alphabet and " is the empty word. A word u

is a pre�x of a word v if there is a word w suh that v = uw. The word w is

denoted by u

�1

v. The longest ommon pre�x of a set of words is the longest

word whih is pre�x of all words of the set.

An automaton over A

�

is omposed of a set Q of states, a set E � Q�A

�

�Q

of edges and two sets I; F � Q of initial and �nal states. An edge e = (p; u; q)

from p to q is denoted by p

u

�! q, the word u being the label of the edge. The

automaton is �nite if Q and E are �nite. A path is a possibly empty sequene of

onseutive edges. Its label is the onatenation of the labels of the onseutive

edges. An automaton is often denoted by A = (Q;E; I; F ). An aepting path

is a path from an initial state to a �nal state. The language or set of words

reognized (or aepted) by an automaton is the set of labels of aepting paths.

An automaton is deterministi if it is labelled by letters of a �nite alphabet A,

if it has one initial state and if for eah state p and eah letter a in A, there is

at most one edge p

a

�! q for some q.

We now de�ne the pre�x automaton of a given automaton A. This pre�x

automaton has the same graph as A, but the labels of the edges are hanged.

However the labels of the aepting paths remain unhanged and the pre�x

automaton reognizes the same words. Furthermore, for any state q of the

pre�x automaton the longest ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going

from q to an initial or �nal state is empty.

Let A = (Q;E; I; F ) be a �nite non-deterministi automaton labelled by

words. We assume that the automaton is trim, that is, any state belongs to an

aepting path. For eah state q, we denote by P

A

(q), or just P (q), the longest

ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going from q to an initial or �nal state.

Remark that P (q) = " if q is initial or �nal.

The pre�x automaton of A is the automaton A

0

= (Q;E

0

; I; F ) de�ned as

follows.

E

0

= fq

P (q)

�1

uP (r)

��������! r j q

u

�! r is an edge of Ag:

One may easily hek that if q

u

�! r is an edge of A, then the word P (q) is
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by de�nition a pre�x of the word uP (r) and the previous de�nition is thus

onsistent.

Note that a path labelled by w from q to r in A beomes a path labelled by

P (q)

�1

wP (r) from q to r in the pre�x automaton. If this path is aepting, q

is initial and r is �nal and thus P (q) and P (r) are both empty. Then the label

of the path in the pre�x automaton is the same as in A. The label of a yle

of A is onjugated to its label in the pre�x automaton. In partiular the empty

labelled yles of the pre�x automaton are the same as the ones of A.

By onstrution the longest ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going

from q to an initial or �nal state is empty in the pre�x automaton.

Our de�nition of the pre�x automaton allows edges oming in an initial

state. In most ases, there is none and for eah non-initial state q, P (q) is the

longest ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going from q to a �nal state.

The words P (q) are the longest words suh that P (q) = " if q is initial or

�nal and suh that P (q) is a pre�x of uP (r) for any edge q

u

�! r. Indeed, if a

funtion P

0

maps any state q to a word suh that these two onditions are met,

then P

0

(q) is a pre�x of P (q) for any state q.

1

2

3

4

ba

""

a

a

a

Figure 1: An automaton A.

1

2
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4

baa

""
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"

Figure 2: The pre�x automaton of A.

Example 1 Consider the automaton A pitured in Figure 1 where the initial

state is 1 and the �nal state is 4. The pre�x automaton of A is pitured in

Figure 2.
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The main appliation of the pre�x of an automaton is minimization of se-

quential and subsequential transduers. A transduer is de�ned as an automa-

ton, exept that the labels of the edges are pairs made of an input word and

an output word. A transduer labelled in A � B

�

is sequential if its input au-

tomaton is deterministi. It has been proved [7℄, [8, p. 95℄, see also [12℄ and

[13℄, that among the sequential transduers omputing a given funtion, there

is a minimal one whih an be obtained from any sequential transduer om-

puting the funtion. This minimization is performed in two steps. The �rst

step is the omputation of the pre�x automaton of the output automaton of

the transduer. The seond step is a minimization of the resulting transduer,

onsidered as a �nite automaton.

We refer to [12℄ for examples of minimization of sequential transduers.

3 Computation of the pre�x of an automaton

In this setion, we desribe an algorithm whih omputes the pre�x of an au-

tomaton. The automaton A = (Q;E; I; T ) is a non-deterministi automaton

whose edges are labelled by words over a �nite alphabet A. The labels an be

the empty word and yles with empty labels are allowed.

We �rst desribe the priniple of the algorithm. If q is a state of A, we reall

that P (q) denotes the longest ommon pre�x of the labels of all paths going

from q to an initial or �nal state. We denote by p(q) the �rst letter of P (q) if

P (q) 6= ", and " if P (q) = ".

We denote by P

A

the maximum of the lengths of all P (q) for all states q.

If P

A

> 0, we onstrut from the automaton A = (Q;E; I; T ) an automa-

ton A

0

= (Q;E

0

; I; T ) whose edges are de�ned as follows:

E

0

= fq

p(q)

�1

up(r)

��������! r j q

u

�! r is an edge of Ag:

It reognizes the same language as A and satis�es P

A

0

= P

A

� 1. By iterating

this proess, we get the pre�x automaton.

We now explain the omputation of the automaton A

0

. We all "-edge

any edge whose label is ". Let A

"

be the sub-automaton of A obtained by

keeping only the "-edges. We �rst ompute the strongly onneted omponents

of A

"

. This an be performed by depth-�rst explorations of A

"

[9℄. The strongly

onneted omponents are stored in an array  indexed by Q. For eah state

q we denote by [q℄ a state that represents the strongly onneted omponent

of q. The all to Strongly-Conneted-Components(A

"

) in the pseudo ode

below will refer to this proedure that omputes the array .

Note that all states q in a same strongly onneted omponent of A

"

have

same P (q) and thus same p(q).

The onstrution of A

0

is then done with two depth-�rst explorations, �rst

an exploration of A

"

, seond, an exploration of A.

The �rst exploration omputes p(q) for eah state q of A

"

. This symbol,

either a letter or ", is stored in the ell letter[q℄ of an array letter. As p(q)
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is ommon to all states q in a same strongly onneted omponent of A

"

, we

ompute it only for the states [q℄.

At the beginning of the omputation, all ells letter[q℄ are set to the default

value > whih stands for unde�ned. During the omputation, these values are

hanged into symbols of A [ f"g. Let X be the set A [ f";>g. We de�ne a

partial order on the set X as follows. For eah a 2 A,

" < a < >:

Note that eah subset of X has an inf in X suh that, for all x 2 X , all a; b 2 A

with a 6= b,

inf("; x) = ";

inf(>; x) = x;

inf(a; b) = ":

We also assume that an array loal indexed by Q gives, for eah state q, either

" if q is �nal or initial, or inf(S) where S is the set of letters that appear as

the �rst letter of a non-empty label of an edge going out of q. Note that if

there is no edge with a non-empty label going out of q, loal[q℄ is equal to >.

The array loal is initialized by the proedure Init-Table and updated with

the proedures Update-Table-Head and Update-Table-Tail that we shall

desribe later.

For eah state q in Q, the value of letter[[q℄℄ is �rst set to the inf of loal[r℄,

for all states r in the same strongly onneted omponent of A

"

as q. This is

done by the proedure Init-Letter. During the exploration of the automaton

A

"

, if q has a suessor r suh that letter[[r℄℄ < letter[[q℄℄, then letter[[q℄℄ is

hanged in inf(loal[q℄; letter[[q℄℄). We laim that the ell of index q of the array

letter ontains p(q) at the end of this exploration. This exploration is done by

the funtion Find-Letter. It returns a boolean whih is true if there is at least

one state q with p(q) non-empty.

We give below a pseudo ode for the proedures Init-Letter, Find-Letter

and Find-Letter-Visit. We follow the depth-�rst searh presentation of [9℄.

Init-Letter(set of states Q)

for eah state q 2 Q do

letter[[q℄℄ >

for eah state q 2 Q do

letter[[q℄℄ inf(loal[q℄; letter[[q℄℄)

Find-Letter(automaton A

"

= (Q;E

"

; I; F ))

bool  false

for eah state q 2 Q do

olor[q℄ white

for eah state q 2 Q do

if olor[q℄ = white then

Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; q)

return bool
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Find-Letter-Visit(automaton A

"

= (Q;E

"

; I; F ), state q)

olor[q℄ blak

for eah edge (q; "; r) do

if olor[r℄ = white then

Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; r)

letter[[q℄℄ inf(letter[[q℄℄; letter[[r℄℄)

if letter[[q℄℄ 6= " then

bool  true

We now prove the orretness of our algorithm.

Proposition 2 Funtion Find-Letter omputes p(q) for eah state q.

Proof. For eah state q, \letter[[q℄℄ � p(q)" is an invariant of the funtion Find-

Letter. Indeed, one has loal[r℄ � p(q), for eah state r in the same strongly

onneted omponent as q. This implies that \letter[[q℄℄ � p(q)" is an invariant

of the funtion Init-Letter(Q). Moreover, if there is an edge (q; "; r) and if

letter[[r℄℄ � p(r), we get letter[[r℄℄ � p(r) � p(q). Then \letter[[q℄℄ � p(q)" is

invariant during Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; q).

We now show that if there is an edge (q; "; r) between two states q and r, we

have letter[[q℄℄ � letter[[r℄℄ at the end of Find-Letter(A

"

). This fat is trivial

if q and r belong to the same strongly onneted omponent of A

"

. If not, the

end of the exploration of state r is before the end of the exploration of q. Then

the line 5 of Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; q) implies that letter[[q℄℄ � letter[[r℄℄.

Let us assume there is a (possibly empty) path from q to a state r whih

has an empty label and an edge going out of r labelled with au, where u is a

word. Then letter[[q℄℄ � a at the end of Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; q). Indeed,

at the end of Find-Letter-Visit(A

"

; q), we have letter[[r℄℄ � a, and then also

letter[[q℄℄ � letter[[r℄℄ � a.

Let us assume that p(q) is a letter a in A. Then there is a (possibly empty)

path from q to a state r whih has an empty label and an edge going out of r

labelled with au, where u is a word. As a onsequene letter[[q℄℄ � a and then

letter[[q℄℄ = p(q). Let us now assume that p(q) is the empty word. Then there

is either a (possibly empty) path from q to a state r whih has an empty label

and an edge going out of r labelled with au, where u is a word, and there is

a (possibly empty) path from q to a state r

0

whih has an empty label and an

edge going out of r

0

labelled with bu, where u is a word, with b 6= a. In this ase

letter[[q℄℄ � inf(a; b) = ", and then letter[[q℄℄ = p(q). Or there is a (possibly

empty) path from q to a state r whih has an empty label and with r �nal or

initial. Again letter[[q℄℄ � letter[[r℄℄ = ". Finally, letter[[q℄℄ = p(q) for eah q.

�

The seond depth-�rst exploration is an exploration of the automaton A. It

updates the labels of A in order to derease the length of P (q) for eah state q

suh that p(q) is non-empty. For eah edge (q; u; r), where u is a �nite word, the

following two operations are performed. The letter (or empty word) p([r℄) is

added at the end of u. Then the �rst letter (or empty word) p([q℄) is removed
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from the beginning of u. Note that these two operations are possible. If u is

nonempty, then p([q℄) is the �rst letter of u and if u = " then p([q℄) = p([r℄)

or p([q℄) = ". These operations hange the labels of the edges of the automaton

A and thus also the values of the array loal. Lines 3 and 5 of Move-Letter-

Visit hange the labels of the edge e in A. Sine an edge with empty label

an beome an edge with a non-empty label and onversely, the edge of A

"

are also updated there. The values of the array loal are updated with two

proedures Update-Table-head and Update-Table-Tail desribed later.

The exploration is done during the run of proedure Move-Letter whose

pseudo ode is given below.

Move-Letter(automaton A = (Q;E; I; F ))

for eah state q 2 Q do

olor[q℄ white

for eah state q 2 Q do

if olor[q℄ = white then

Move-Letter-Visit(A; q)

Move-Letter-Visit(automaton A = (Q;E; I; F )), state q)

olor[q℄ blak

for eah edge e = (q; u; r) where u is a (possibly empty) word do

append letter[[r℄℄ at the end of the label of e in A and update A

"

Update-Table-Tail(e; letter[[r℄℄)

remove letter[[q℄℄ from the head of the label of e in A and update A

"

Update-Table-Head(e; letter[[q℄℄)

if olor[r℄ = whitethen

Move-Letter-Visit(A; r)

Proposition 3 Funtion transforms the automaton A in an automaton A

0

whose edges are:

E

0

=fq

p(q)

�1

up(r)

��������! r j q

u

�! r is an edge of Ag:

Therefore, the funtion Move-Letter hanges the label w of any path from q

to r into p(q)

�1

wp(r).

Proof. This follows diretly from the onstrution. �

Proposition 4 Funtion Move-Letter transforms the automaton A in an

automaton A

0

whih has the same graph as A, keeps the labels of aepting paths

and satis�es P

A

0

= P

A

� 1.

Proof. Let w be the label of a path from an initial state i to a �nal state t in

A. The label of the same path obtained at the end of Move-Letter in A

0

is

p(i)

�1

wp(t) = w. Thus the labels of aepting paths are unhanged. Moreover,

for eah state q one has P

A

0

(q) = p

A

(q)

�1

P

A

(q). It follows that P

A

0

= P

A

� 1

if P

A

� 1. �
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We now give a pseudo ode of the proedure Make-Prefix whih is the

main proedure of the algorithm.

Make-Prefix(automaton A = (Q;E; I; F ))

Init-Table(A)

Strongly-Conneted-Components(A

"

)

repeat

Init-Letter(Q)

bool  Find-Letter(A

"

)

if bool then

Move-Letter(A)

until bool = false

The result of the omputation of the automaton A pitured in Figure 1 is

the automaton pitured in Figure 2. The automaton A is suh that P

A

= ".

Note that this automaton has an empty labelled yle.

Remark 5 The two proedures Find-Letter and Find-Letter-Visit an be

performed on the direted ayli graph obtained as the quotient of A

"

by the

relation of being in a same strongly onneted omponent. This graph an be

muh smaller than A

"

itself. It an be omputed by the proedure Strongly-

Conneted-Components.

Remark 6 By proposition 3, the label of a yle is hanged into one of its on-

jugate by the funtion Move-Letter. Therefore, the strongly onneted om-

ponents of A

"

are unhanged during the iteration of funtion Make-Prefix.

4 Data strutures and omplexity

In order to analyze the omplexity of our algorithm, we briey disuss a possible

implementation of strutures required in the onstrution.

A lassial way for implementing the automaton A is to use jQj adjaeny

lists that represent the edges. We may assume that we have two adjaeny lists

for eah state q. The �rst one represents the edges of empty label going out of

q, that is the edges that also belong to A

"

. The seond one represents the edges

of non-empty label going out of q.

In order to ompute, for eah state q, loal(q) in a onstant time, we maintain

an array L indexed by Q de�ned as follows:

� L[q℄ is the list of pairs (a; n) with a 2 A; n > 0 2 N, suh that q has at

least one outgoing edge labelled by a word whose �rst letter is a and suh

that n is the positive number of edges going out of q and whose �rst letter

is a.
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We point out that the �rst omponent of an element of L[q℄ is a letter and never

ontains ". Thus loal(q) is " if L[q℄ has more than one element or if q is initial

or �nal. It is the letter a if L[q℄ ontains exatly one pair (a; n) and q is neither

initial nor �nal. It is > otherwise.

The operation performed in the lists are the insertion of a new letter, that is

a pair (a; 1), the inrementation and derementation of the seond omponent

of an element, and the deletion of a letter, that is of a pair (a; 1). We need all

these operations to be performed in a onstant time.

We use a known tehnique whih allows us to get this time omplexity (see

for example [1℄ exerise 2.12 p. 71 and [10℄ exerise \Implantation de fontions

partielles" 1.14 Chapter 1). This tehnique is based on the use of array of size

jQj � jAj whih is not initialized.

We assume that the lists L[q℄ are doubly linked and implemented with ur-

sors. We denote by T an array of variable size. The ells of T are used to store

the elements of the lists L[q℄. Eah ell has several �elds: a �eld label whih

ontains the letter, a �eld number that ontains the number of edges going out

of q whose �rst letter is label, a �eld state whih ontains the state q suh that

the ell belongs to L[q℄, and �nally �elds next and prev that give the index of

the next (respetively previous) element in the same list. The ell of index q of

the array L is the index in T of the �rst element of L[q℄, if this list is non-empty.

Another array U , indexed by Q�A, gives for eah pair (q; a) the index in T

of the ell of L[q℄ whose letter is a, if this letter is in L[q℄. This array allows us

to aess an element of a list in a onstant time. The operations of insertion,

deletion of an element in a list are then done in a onstant time. The operations

of inrementation and derementation of the �eld number of the ell of a given

label in a given list are also done in a onstant time. Indeed, to inrement the

�eld number of the letter a in L[q℄, one inrements the �eld number of the ell

of T indexed by U [q; a℄.

The array T is initially empty and its size is 0. The size of T is inremented

when a new ell is needed in T . A ell that orresponds to an element of a list

that has just been removed is marked to be free. Thus the existene of a letter

a in L[q℄ is obtained by heking whether U [q; a℄ is an index i in [1; size(T )℄,

whether the ell T [i℄ is not marked free, and whether the �elds label and state

are respetively equal to a and q. This is performed in a onstant time.

All the lists of suessors that represent the edges of the automaton A and

A

"

, and the arrays loal, L, T , U are updated when the label of an edge is

hanged during the proess. The arrays L and loal are initialized by the proe-

dure Init-Table. The arrays L, T , U and loal are updated by the proedures

Update-Table-Head and Update-Table-Tail.

We give below a pseudo ode for the proedure Init-Table.

Init-Table(automaton A = (Q;E; I; F ))

for eah q 2 Q do

L[q℄ the empty list

loal[q℄ >

for eah q 2 Q do
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for eah edge (q; au; r) where a is letter and u a word do

if a is not in L[q℄ then

insert the pair (a; 1) in L[q℄

else inrement the �eld number of the letter a in L[q℄

if L[q℄ has more than one element or if q is initial or �nal then

loal[q℄ "

else if L[q℄ is not empty then

loal[q℄ the unique letter of L[q℄

We now desribe the updating of the tables and lists. An update is needed

as soon as the label of an edge of A is hanged. Note that the labels of the edges

of the automata A and A

"

are hanged in a onstant time. Indeed, a label of an

edge going out of a state q that beomes empty is removed from the list of edges

of non-empty labels going out of q, and added into the list of edges of empty

labels going out of q (and onversely). This is performed in a onstant time in

line 3 and line 5 of Move-Letter-Visit. To update the arrays L, T , U and

loal, we distinguish the two kinds of modi�ation of the labels of the edges. A

letter or the empty word an be added at the end of a label. The proedure

alled to update is in this ase the proedure Update-table-Tail. A letter

or the empty word an be removed from the head of the label. The proedure

alled to update is in this ase the proedure Update-table-Head.

Pseudo odes for Update-table-Tail and Update-table-Head are given

below.

Update-table-Tail(edge e = (q; u; r), letter (or empty word) x)

if u = " and x 6= " then

if x is not in L[q℄ then

insert the pair (x; 1) in L[q℄

else inrement the �eld number of the letter x in L[q℄

if L[q℄ has more than one element or if q is initial or �nal then

loal[q℄ "

else loal[q℄ the unique letter of L[q℄

Update-table-Head(edge e = (q; u; r), letter (or empty word) x)

We have u = xu

0

, where u

0

is a �nite word, whenever x 6= "

if x 6= " then

derement the �eld number of the letter x in L[q℄

if this �eld is equal to 0 then

remove the pair (x; 0) from L[q℄

if u

0

= bu

00

where b is a letter of A then

if b is not in L[q℄ then

insert the pair (b; 1) in L[q℄

else inrement the �eld number of the letter b in L[q℄

if L[q℄ has more than one element or if q is initial or �nal then

loal[q℄ "

else if L[q℄ has exatly one element then

loal[q℄ the unique letter of L[q℄
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else loal[q℄ >

We analyze now the omplexity of our algorithm. We denote by jSj the

ardinality of a set S. As the automaton is trim, jQj � jEj+1. We also denote

by jE

"

j the ardinality of the urrent automaton A

"

. We always have jE

"

j � jEj

but the automaton A

"

may be muh smaller than A. We denote here by P the

maximal length of the words P (q) for all states q.

Proposition 7 Funtion Make-Prefix works in time O((P + 1)� jEj).

Proof. Funtion Init-Table an be implemented to work in time O(jQj +

jEj). Funtions Strongly-Conneted-Components and Find-Letter an

be implemented to work in time O(jQj+ jE

"

j). Funtion Init-Letter works in

time O(jQj). As disussed above, funtion Update-Table works in time O(1).

Funtion Move-Letter works in time O(jQj + jEj). Finally the loop in

Make-Prefix is exeuted at most P+1 times. The omplexity of our algorithm

is then O((jQj + jEj) � (P + 1) + (jQj + jE

"

j) � (P + 1)). Sine the automata

onsidered are trim, jQj � jEj+1 and the omplexity is thus O((P +1)� jEj).

�

Let S be the sum of the lengths of the labels of all edges of the automaton.

The spae omplexity of the algorithm is O((jQj � jAj) + jEj+ S).
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